ROYGBIV RULES

2-4 Players | Ages 6 +
CONTENTS
75 Cards including:
7 Leprechaun Cards
49 Color Cards (7 Red, 7 Orange, 7 Yellow, 7 Green, 7
Blue, 7 Indigo, 7 Violet)
14 Special Cards (7 Rainbow, 3 Gold Pot, 4 Unicorn)
1 Title/ Information Card
4 Rules Cards
OBJECT
7 colorful Leprechauns are arguing over who is best
at making rainbows. Prove that you’re the best by
completing the most rainbows! Points are scored for
every card in a collected rainbow, and the player with
the most points at the end of the game wins! Remember
the ROYGBIV scale: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Indigo, Violet!
SET-UP
1. Each player picks one of the 7 Leprechauns to
play as, taking that leprechaun’s respective card. The
remaining Leprechauns are shuﬄed, and one is drawn
from the top. The color of this leprechaun will act as the
“default color,” to be used later. The remaining
leprechaun cards are then removed from play.
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2. Shuﬄe the deck. Place 3 cards from the top of the
deck face-down in the center of the play space.
3. The remainder of the deck is then dealt evenly among
the players, face-down. PLAYERS MAY NOT LOOK AT
THEIR CARDS!
4. Each player places their dealt deck in front of them,
and draws 7 cards from the top, which they may look at.
This will act as their hand. Players may only ever have a
maximum of 7 cards in their hand at any time.
5. The player whose leprechaun is closest to RED on the
ROYGBIV scale (with VIOLET being furthest away) ﬂips
the ﬁrst card from the top of the center pile, and the
game begins!
PLAY
There is no turn order so think fast, but keep it fair! Use
one hand to hold your cards, and the other to play single
cards to continue building the rainbow in the center.
To build, players may play either the color card that
comes after or before the last card played, according
to the ROYGBIV scale. Rainbows go from left to right.
For example if the last card played was GREEN, players
may play either a YELLOW card or a BLUE card, placing
it to the right of the GREEN card in the center. Likewise,
if a RED card was last played, players may play a
VIOLET or an ORANGE card.
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During play, players may draw cards from their deck, as
long as their hand does not exceed the 7 card limit.
If at any time, no player is able to legally play a card from
their hand, the next card in the center pile is ﬂipped and
added as the next card in the active rainbow. Players,
then build from that card instead.
NOTE: If a special card is ﬂipped from the center pile, it
is treated as the “default color” chosen at the beginning
of the game.
Completing Rainbows
In order to complete a rainbow, a player must simply
play the same card that the rainbow began with. For
example, if the very ﬁrst card in the rainbow was an
ORANGE card, the player that successfully plays another
ORANGE card in the same rainbow completes the
rainbow. Rainbows do not require every color to be
present, and may be any length (3 cards or greater).
The player that completes a rainbow takes all of the
cards in that rainbow, and adds it to their rainbow
collection. Make sure to keep your collected rainbows
separate from each other! That player must then begin
a new rainbow by playing a card from their hand down
in the center.
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SPECIAL CARDS
The special cards include the GOLD POT card, UNICORN
card, and the RAINBOW card. Each of these cards can be
played at any time, but players can never use a UNICORN
or GOLD POT card to begin a rainbow. When tallying up
points at the end of the game, special cards count as 1
point.
Gold Pot
Pots of gold are known for being at the end of the
rainbow. When a GOLD POT card is played, players
continue to build from the card laid down BEFFORE the
GOLD POT card. However, once a player completes the
rainbow, they collect only the cards played AFTER the
GOLD POT card, and the GOLD POT card itself. Players
then continue building from the card played before the
GOLD POT. Multiple GOLD POTS can be played in a single
rainbow. (See Figure 1 on p.8)
Unicorn
Unicorns eat rainbows through their horn, and poop
them out. It’s a fact. Therefore, when a UNICORN card is
played, it reverses the direction in which the rainbow is
built, from left to right, to right to left. The card played
just before the UNICORN card acts as the new beginning
of the rainbow, and the original beginning of
the rainbow becomes the card which players
build from. Therefore, a player may complete
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the reversed rainbow by successfully playing the same
card that was played before the UNICORN card. When
doing so, the player also collects the UNICORN card.
Additionally, a reversed rainbow can be completed
by playing a UNICORN card at the other end of the
reversed rainbow (See Figure 2 on p. 8). Read the FAQ
on p.6 for more info.
Rainbow
The RAINBOW card may act as any one color card.
When placing a RAINBOW card, the player must declare
what color the card represents. RAINBOW cards cannot
represent any of the special cards.
END GAME
The game ends when any one player has played every
card from their hand, and have an empty deck. The
current rainbow, if not completed upon the last play, is
left in the center. Players then tally up their points for
their collected rainbows.
Each card in a completed rainbow counts as 1 point,
including special cards. However, cards that are the same
color as a player’s leprechaun, count as 2 points each!
Additionally, bonus points are awarded for each
of the following achievements:
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Finish First BONUS
The player who was ﬁrst to run out of cards from their
hand and deck, and therefore end the game, receives 7
additional points.
Long Rainbow BONUS
If a rainbow contains 7 cards or more, the points for that
rainbow are doubled. For example, an 8 card rainbow,
with 1 card featuring the color of your leprechaun,
would be worth 18 points).
The player with the most points wins! Congratulations,
leprechaun! You are the best rainbow maker!
FAQ
• If there is a GOLD POT card that was played within
a reversed rainbow, the player that completes the
reversed rainbow collects only the cards leading up to
the GOLD POT and the GOLD POT itself; players then
continue to build the reversed rainbow. However, if a
GOLD POT card is played directly before a UNICORN card,
the card played before the GOLD POT card acts as the
new beginning of the rainbow instead. Upon completing
such a rainbow, the player collects both the GOLD POT,
and UNICORN card as well. Lastly, if a UNICORN card is
played to complete a reversed rainbow, GOLD POT
cards within the rainbow are ignored, and the
player collects the entire rainbow.
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• If 2 players seemingly play a card at the same time,
the one on the bottom is added to the rainbow.
TURN-BASED PLAY MODE
This version is a great alternative for ﬁrst-time players,
or leprechauns who are getting too rowdy or chaotic.
Play works primarily the same in this mode, with the
following exceptions:
• Play passes to each leprechaun in the order of the
ROYGBIV scale (with RED going ﬁrst and VIOLET, last).
It is best that players sit clockwise, in ROYGBIV order
depending on their chosen leprechaun.
• On their turn players may only use the 7 cards
that they start with to build rainbows for that turn.
Players are allowed to complete and then start as many
rainbows as they wish with their 7 cards.
• When a player ends their turn, they draw from their
deck until their hand reaches the 7 card limit.
• If a player is unable to play a card on their turn, they
must pass to the next player. Players may also pass if
they wish to do nothing.
• A card is ﬂipped from the center pile only if, for one
round, no player is able to play a card on their turn.
• Winning and Bonuses are determined the
same way as in the normal mode of play.
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REFERENCE FIGURES
Refer to the ﬁgures below as directed in the Rules.
Figure 1
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Previously played cards don’t
complete reversed rainbows.
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Continue building rainbow. Play BLUE
or UNICORN to complete the rainbow.
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